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DASH Spring / Summer 2015
THE SATURATION ISSUE
The world is full. Full of everything. Full of evil, people, houses, emotions, ideas.
When the going gets tough, creativity will out. Screaming louder than ever
to be heard, DASH Spring / Summer 2015’s creative voices scribble, snap and draw
in an attempt to combat the mundanity of our ‘blasé scroll culture’
(Sophie Joy Wright, Thoughts On T-Shirts). Welcome to The Saturation Issue!
Together with photographer David Schulze, stylist Masayo Kishi strives to
Get The Glory in their joint NYC-based geisha punk editorial; fashion illustrator
Richard Kilroy tells Editor in Chief NoéMie Schwaller about the fine line between
loose and detail, while a preview of his book Menswear Illustration provides an
insight into this vibrant field, along with stunning examples from the likes of
Richard Haines, Cédric Rivrain or Tara Dougans. The BBC Sound of 2015 winners
Years and Years’ frontman Olly Alexander confesses to Hannah Mahony he feels
‘so fancy’ when ordering sparkling water, and Marlon Rueberg’s photo essay
Rosana Broadway shows intimate close-ups of the transformation from man to
woman in a grand Cambodian theatre setting.
Doing our tagline ‘Illustrating Fashion’ proud, we upped the illustration ante for
Spring / Summer 2015 with three exclusive editorials by jewellery designer and
illustrator Husam El Odeh and illustrators Anastasia Ruiz and Alessandro Monaco,
while recurring DASH collaborator Velwyn Yossy gave our cover a summery overhaul.

FACTS & FIGURES
Bi-annual London-based, beautifully made international
fashion print with a strong focus on creative fashion imagery.
Director and Editor in Chief: NoéMie Schwaller
Managing Editor: Harald Weiler
Art Direction & Design: Friederike Hamann
Pre-production: PH Media
Featuring work of illustrators such as Alessandro Monaco, Anastasia
Ruiz, Giuditta Aresi; photographers such as Helga Traxler,
Millicent Hailes, Iouri Podlatchikov; writers such as Philippe
Pourhashemi, Jemma Gray, Paul Stewart and many others.

Friday, 20th February 2015, marked the launch of our Spring / Summer 2015
issue Saturation with an event held at Display Gallery.
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